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ABSTRACf 

A Monte Carlo simulation method has been used to study the configurational 

properties of a cubic lattice-model for an isolated, partially ionized polyelectrolyte as a 

function of: (1) polymer hydrophobicity (2) fraction of ionizable segments (3) degree of 

dissociation of ionizable segments, and (4) Debye screening length. Together with the 

excluded volume, the polymer segments experience two other competing interactions: (1) 

intramolecular electrostatic interactions between ionized segments, calculated with a 

screened Debye-Htickel potential, and (2) non-electrostatic forces, represented by 

potential e which accounts for the net balance of short-range segment-segment, 

segment-solvent and solvent-solvent interactions. This model represents the main 

features of pH-sensitive, hydrophobic polyelectrolyte behavior in solution. Chain 

dimensions, calculated from this model, are qualitatively comparable to those obtaine·d 

experimentally for pH-sensitive hydrophobic polyelectrolyte copolymer gels, as a 

function of copolymer composition, copolymer hydrophobicity, and pH or ionic strength 

of the solution surrounding the copolymer polyelectrolyte, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrophobic polymers and gels containing bound weak electrolytes undergo 

dramatic transitions in polymer structure (1-3) or gel volume (4) in response to 

changes in solution pH. At pH's where a large number of monomers are ionized, such 

polymers expand like polyelectrolytes; when the pH is such that few monomers are 

ionized, these polymers (or gels) collapse to condensed, hydrophobic conformations. 

The transformation from expanded to condensed conformations can be abrupt, and 

some evidence suggests the existence of a discontinuous, two-state transition. 

Several factors may contribute to structural transitions in hydrophobic 

polyelectrolytes and gels. Manning (5) suggested that the onset of countefion 

condensation (at a critical chain charge density) triggers polymer structural 

rearrangement. Schwarz and Siegel (6) have proposed a theory for pH-induced gel

volume collapse based on the composition dependence of the dielectric constant 

within the gel, and the resulting effect of gel volume on the Born energy of 

hydration. 

In an earlier paper (7), we presented Monte Carlo simulations which indicate 

that structural transitions in hydrophobic polyelectrolytes can result directly from 

the competition between coulombic repulsions and hydrophobic (segment-segment). 

attractions. In that work, large transitions were observed in the dimensions of a 

model polymer as the number of ionized groups on the chain increase; for highly 

hydrophobic chains, most of the change in structure occurred over a · small range of 

chain ionization. 

Variations in chain ionization have been modeled earlier (7) by changes in 

polymer chemical composition, i.e., the insertion or removal of ionized groups. 

Experimentally, transitions are typically observed for polymers or gels with fixed 

composition in response to variations in solution pH. In this paper we extend the 

model of Hooper et al. (7) to obtain a better approximation of the experimental 

conditions. We consider polyelectrolytes where the number of potentially ionizable 

groups is constant, but where the degree of dissociation of these groups depends on 

pH. We perform simulations in the canonical ensemble (constant N, V, T) and the 

grand canonical ensemble (constant J..l., V, T). In simulations performed in the 

canonical ensemble, the degree of dissociation is fixed at the outset of the simulation 

by one of two methods, as explained later. In simulations performed in the grand 

canonical ensemble, we fix the pH and the p K a of the ionizable groups; the degree of 
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dissociation is allowed to find its equilibrium value. The resulting dependence of 

chain dimensions on degree of dissociation is mapped onto a pH scale. 

Hooper et al. (7) provide a basis for examining the effect of competing 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic (coulombic) interactions on polymer configurational 

properties. That study provides evidence for the occurrence of charge-induced 

structural transitions in hydrophobic polyelectrolytes. The study reported here 

inves~igates such transitions in a manner more directly analogous with that 

considered experimentally, and allows for qualitative comparison of simulation 

results with such experiments. 

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD 

The model and :simulation method used in :this work are simihtr to those 

described in Ref. 7. -We discuss here the general model features and the differences 

between this work and Ref. 7. The polymer is represented as a self-avoiding walk of N 

segments on a cubic lattice. In addition to excluded volume, the polymer segments 

experi-ence short-range (non-electrostatic) and long-range (coulombic) 

interactions. Non-bonded nearest-neighbor segments interact with potential e; we 

investigate here (as in Ref. 7) e<O, i.e., the case where segment-segment contacts are 

energetically favored over segment-solvent contacts. We consider the favorable 

segment-segment interaction to be a result of · polymer hydrophobicity. Thus, our 

model polymer is analogous to a polyelectrolyte containing hydrophobic (e.g., 

hydrocarbon) side groups. The hydrophobic groups tend to collapse the polymer, 

while the ionized groups work to expand the chain; the net result is a rich set of 

configurational properties, varying from collapsed to expanded structures depending 

on system conditions (7). 

Ionized . segments· on the chain interact through screened coulombic repulsions. 

In Ref. 7, segments were either completely ionized (with a valence of unity) or 

uncharged. Ionized segments were evenly spaced along the chain: and the fraction 

of the total segments carrying charge, A., varied from 0 to 1.0. In that work, changes 

in A. correspond to variations in polymer chemical composition; i.e., a series of chains 

with different A. are analogous to a series of copolymers containing different ratios of 

charged to uncharged monomer. There, the charged monomer is a strong electrolyte 

because its degree of dissociation remains constant with changes in solution 

conditions. 
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In this work we consider- the effect of pH on. the behavior of polyelectrolytes 

containing monomers or comonomers with weak electrolytes. We now define ..t as the 

fraction of segments which are potentially ionizable, i.e., the fraction of comonomers 

containing weakly ionizable groups. We define a as the actual ionization, i.e., the 

proportion of these groups which are dissociated. Considering the weakly ionizable 

groups to be acidic, the chemical equilibrium of interest (for a single monomer) is: 

(1) 

where AH is the undissociated monomer. If the equilibrium dissociation constant K a 

is known, the relative proportion . of undissociated to dissociated monomer can be 

determined as a . function of solution pH according to: 

+ 

...._[A-"]'""""[ H___,_] = K a 
[AH] (2) 

where [ ] denotes concentration, and the ratio of activity coefficients is assumed 

equal to unity. 

Two problems arise in extending our model to weak electrolytes. First, 

dissociation constant Ka is typically known only for the monomeric species (if at all), 

and not for the monomer groups incorporated in the polymer chain (which are 

subject to a local environment different from that for the free monomers in 

solution). Second, assuming that we have an accurate expression for K a for the 

monomers on the polymer, it is not obvious how best to include in the simulation the 

information contained in Eqn. (2) (e.g., the relative concentrations of A H and A"). 

Eqn. (2) describes a time-averaged, dynamic equilibrium where ionizable groups are 

protonated and deprotonated. In our simulations, the counterion in Eqn. (2) 

(hydrogen ion) is not included explicitly in the model. Furthermore, simulations in 

the canonical ensemble explore only configurational space (a does not vary during 

the simulation), whereas simulations in the grand canonical ensemble allow a to 

fluctuate. Initially we assume that K a for the polyp1eric groups is known, and we 

consider the second problem. In the next section we return to the first problem. 

We consider first simulations in the canonical ensemble, which can be shown to 

be equivalent to simulations in the mean-field sense. We have considered two 

methods for incorporating the dissociation equilibrium of Eqn. (2) in our simulation 
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model. In both methods, we define a as the degree of dissociation of the ionizable 

groups. For the example of a weak acid (discussed above), we have 

. 
a [A] 

. 
[AH] +[A] (3) 

~ ;. ~ 

W·~en a=O, all segments on the polymer are uncharged and we reach the well-

studied limit of an attractive self-avoiding walk. When a= 1, all ionizable segments 

(i.e., the fraction A. of the total number of segments) are dissociated, and we obtain 

the limit studied in Ref. 7. Now we consider conditions between those two limits. In 

the first method, we average the dissociation equilibria of Eqn. (1) over both time and 

monomer position; thus, the charge on the ioniz.able monomer is constant 

throughout the simulation, and is independent of monomer location. This method 

requires allowing monomers to have fractional ionizations. which are equal to the 

degree of dissociation a; i.e., the charge on monomer i ( for a given a) is: 

(4) 

where Zi is the valence of segment i in the fully dissociated state (1 for ionizable 

segments and 0 for other segments) and e is the electronic charge. 

In the second method, we allow the averaging process to occur during the 

course of a simulation. Ionizable monomers are either completely ionized 

(dissociated) or uncharged (associated); the fraction of a simulation run that an 

ionizable monomer spends in the dissociated state is equal to its degree of dissociation, 

a. This . averaging is accomplished by reapplying the equilibrium criterion of Eqn. 

(2) to each ionizable monomer after every 500 simulation steps. For each ionizable 

monomer, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and compared with a. If 

the number is greater than a, the group is uncharged for the next 500 simulation 

steps; if the number is less than a, the group is ionized (with a valence z) for the next 

500 simulation steps. For a given simulation, all ionizable monomers have the same a, 

and thus spend the same average fraction of the simulation run ionized. However, at 

any given point in the simulation, the dissociation equilibrium of each ionizable 

monomer is independent of the other monomers. 

For simulations using the above two methods, the ionization a is predetermined 

by applying Eq. (2) for a given pH and does- not vary during. the simulation. 
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However, in an equilibrium experiment such as Siegel's gel-swelling experiments, 

the ionization is not known a priori. Instead, the pH is fixed for the duration of the 

experiment. Because fixing pH is equivalent to fixing the chemical potential of the 

hydrogen ion, grand canonical simulations (constant J.L, V, T) mimic the experiment 

more closely. In simulations in the grand canonical ensemble, the ionization a 

fluctuates; therefore, the energetics of protonating or deprotonating an ionizable 

group depend on the local - environment surrounding the ionizable group. 

Because of the possible presence of a phase transition in the chain, it can be 

debated whether the results of the simulation should be independent of the ensemble 

in which it is performed. We therefore performed simulations in the grand 

canonical ensemble to determin~ if local fluctuations in a are significant at this 

level of simulation. 

In the grand canonical simulation, the pH and pK a are fixed at the outset of the 

simulation. As in the second method discussed above, ionizable monomers are either 

completely ionized (dissociated.) or uncharged (associated). After every 100 

simulation steps, one of the potentially ionizable groups is selected at random. If the 

selected group is neutral, the group becomes ionized, and vice-versa. In such a 

manner, the ionization a is allowed to reach its equilibrium value. 

In the remaining portion of· this section we describe the simulation as applied to 

the three methods discussed above. In the following section we compare results of the 

three methods, and discuss potential implications of any differences on the goals . and 

conclusions of this work. 

The configurational energy for the chain is a sum of electrostatic and non

electrostatic (dispersion-force). contributions: 

E =Eel+ Enel (5) 

The non-electrostatic energy is 

Enel =em (6) 

where m is the total number of contacts between non-bonded nearest neighbor 

segments. The electrostatic energy is the sum over long-range coulombic 

interactions between all pairs of ionized segments: 

' " 
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N-1 N 

Eet= L L Uij 
i j=i+l (7) 

Where N is the number of segments in the chain and u ij is given by a screened 

Debye-Htickel coulombic potential (8): 

(8) 
\ 

where segni'~nts i andj carry charge Qi and Qj respectively, and are separated by a 

distance r i]. The dielectric constant D is ' that of water at 25°C. The charges on 

segments i and j are determined as described above. The inverse Debye screening 

iength JC is given by (8): 

2 
1( =-------------

DkT (9) 

where N A is Avogadro's number, C i is the concentration of ionic species i, k is 

Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. We consider the polyelectrolyte at 

infinite dilution; thus, the sum in Eqn. (9) is over the species of added electrolyte, and 

does not include the charges on the polymer or the counterions. For convenience, in 

ihe discussion of results we assume that the added electrolyte is a 1:1 salt, and we 

refer . either to the Debye screening length, JC-1 , or to the concentration of added 

electrolyte ( C i) which results in that screening length. 

Polyelectrolyte configurational properties were calculated using the Metropolis 

Monte-Carlo method (9). The chain is initially placed in a three-dimensional stair

case configuration; successive configurations are generated by combination of 

elementary chain movements. Both reptation (10) and internal chain movements are 

used as discussed by Hooper et al. (7) In the canonical ensemble, new configurations 

are .accepted based on the probability: 

Ps+l = min{l, exp(-LlE!kT)} (10) 
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where J!j£ is the energy change in going from configuration s to configuration s + 1 . 

In the grand canonical ensemble, new configurations are accepted based on the 

probability (for a weak base): 

Ps+l = min{J, exp{(-J!j£/kT) + J!jmc(PKa·PH)lnlO)} (11) 

where J!j£ is as above and J!jm c is the change in number of ionized groups in going 

from configuration s to configu:ration s+l. The term exp[mc(pKa·PH)lnJO] expresses 

the probability that the chain has m c charges based on Eq. (2) for a given 

configuration. 

Trial configurations which result in a reduced or uncharged energy (i.e., J!j£ s. 0) 

are always accepted. Configurations which increase the chain energy are accepted 

with probability exp( -J!j£/ kT) in the canonical ensemble and with probability exp[ (

J!j£/kT) + J!jmc(PKa·PH)lnlO] in the grand canonical ensemble. 

The chain is. initially relaxed through 5x104 attempted movements (cycles); 

configurational properties are calculated (and recorded) every 104 cycles. This 

sampling frequency was found sufficient to generate statistically uncorrelated 

configurations for the 40-segment chains studied here. A total of 200 .configurations 

are sampled for each run, requiring 2x 106 Monte-Carlo cycles. The property of 

primary interest here is the size of the polymer coil, characterized by its mean

square end-to-end distance: 

(11) 

and its mean-square radius-of-gyration: 

. 2 1 N 2 
< S > =- <.L, ( r i- rem} > 

N i=l 
(13) 

where r i is the position vector locating the ith chain segment, r c m is the vector 

locating the chain center of mass, and < > denotes an average over the 200 samples in 

a Monte-Carlo run. These properties are reported here as reduced variables; < r2 > is 

reduced by the value it would have in a fully extended configuration, ( N -1 )2[2, and 

<s2> is reduced by (N-1 )J2. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Configurational properties were calculated for 40-segment chains as a function 

of polymer hydrophobicity ( e/ kT ), fraction of segments which are ionizable (A.), the 

degree of dissociation of these ionizable segments (a), and the Debye screening 

length ( K-1). Varying independently all four parameters would require a needlessly 

large amount of" computation, unnecessary for the goals of this work. We observed in 

·Ref. 7 'th.e. qualitative behavior of model polyelectrolytes with competing 

hydrophobi6',:.ind coulombic interactions. Our goal here is to provide a basis for 

comparing ··(qualitatively) simulation results with pH-induced transitions seen for 

real hydrophobic polyelectrolytes. Thus, system parameters were varied in analogy 

to two sets of experiments performed by Siegel and Firestone (4) for hydrophobic 

-poly·electrolyt·e ·copo1yme·r gels. Siegel and Firestone studied a series of 

, (dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMA) I n-alkyl methacrylate ester (n-AMA) 

copolymer gels in which the. DMA is the ionizable monomer, and the n-alkyl chain 

length in the n-alkyl methacrylate ester is varied to vary the gel hydrophobicity. We 

vary the number of ionizable~ groups, A., in our modd polyelectrolyte chain to 

simulate the variation of percentage of ionizable comonomer, the degree of 

ionization of such groups to simulate the variation in pH, and the non-electrostatic 

interactions e/ kT to simulate the hydrophobicity of the gel. Siegel and Firestone 

measured the gel swelling capacity in buffer solutions and we calculate the 

analogous configurational property, (i.e., end-to end distance) to calculate the 

dimensions of our model polyelectrolyte chain in solutions of different ionic 

strength. 

Before undertaking a comparison with experimental data, we first consider the 

general system behavior and the differences among the three models used here. For 

purposes of· this (and the· following) discussion, we must transform the variable a 

into pH coordinates for results obtained in canonical-ensemble simulations. This 

mapping can be performed with Eqns. (2) and (3) once we specify a K a for the 

ionizable groups, on the polymer. Because we will be consid_ering the experimental 

data of Siegel and Firestone (4), we consider our ionizable monomer to be DMA, and 

we use the value for the dissociation constant of protonated DMA given in Ref. 4 as 

pKa=7.7. 

Figure 1 presents (for all models) the dependenc-e of the reduced end-to-end 

dis.tance on pH for chains"'- with· a constant composition of ionizable comonomer 
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(A.=0.325) and varying hydrophobicity (-1.5s.e/kTs.O). Because the ionizable monomers 

are weakly basic (DMA), these monomers are charged at pH's lower than p K a, and 

uncharged at pH's higher than p K a,. Thus, the chains expand at low pH, and condense 

to more compact configurations at high pH. The transformation between the two 

regimes is fairly abrupt (though clearly continuous), and is centered around the pK a 

of 7.7. 

The transformation of chain dimensions as a function of pH seen in Figure 1 for 

weakly dissociating , polyelectrolytes is analogous to the charge-induced structural 

transitions reported in Ref. 7 for strongly dissociating polyelectrolytes. The pH scale 

in Figure 1 provides a measure of total chain ionization; therefore, it is not 

surprising that our results are similar to those in Ref. 7. The difference here is that 
-

we can translate (or map) the variation in polymer charge onto a pH scale. The 

particular choice of p K a (and whether the ionizable monomer is acidic or basic) 

affects · only the location (and direction) of the structural transitions, and not their 

shapes or magnitudes; thus, p K a can be considered a transformation variable which 

quantifies the coordinate mapping. 

We now consider differences in results for the three methods used for 

approximating the ionization- equilibria. We denote as Model 1 a the canonical

ensemble case where fractional ionizations are used; as Model 1 b the canonical

ensemble case where the averaging occurs independently for each ionizable 

monomer during simulation; and as Model 2 the case performed in the grand 

canonical ensemble, where a fluctuates during simulation. Figure 1 shows that the 

three models yield closely similar results over the entire pH (degree-of-dissociation) 

range; however, Model 1 a always gives slightly larger end-to-end distances than 

Model 1 b and Model 2. The difference between Models 1 a and 1 b is largest in the 

transition region, where end-to-end distances for Model 1 a are as much as 20-30% 

larger than those for Model lb. Remote from the transition, differences in Models la 

and 1 b become smaller; these differences disappear when the two models become 

identical at the extremes a= 0 and a= 1. Model 2 gives the same results (within one 

standard deviation) as Model 1 b. 

Why do we observe differences between Models la and lb, and why are these 

differences always in the direction of more expanded conformations for Model la?. A 

possible explanation is that the charges in Model la are spaced closer along the chain 

than in Model 1 b (because all ionizable groups in Model 1 a have the same fractional 

charge); this closer spacing between charged groups results in increased 

electrostatic repulsions which tend to expand the polymer. However, neither Model 
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1a nor Model 1b provides an exact representation· of the real (dynamic) dissociation 

equilibria for a weak electrolyte; instead, both models are attempts at approximating 

the effect of these equilibria. 

Of the three simulation methods, Model 2 intuitively provides the most realistic 

model; pH is held constant, and a is allowed to fluctuate about its equilibrium value. 

Models 1 a and 1 b are in the mean,. field limit. Deviations of mean-field-predicted 

behavior from realistic behavior would be expected to be largest in the region near a 

phase transition. Evidence supporting the occurrence of a phase transition near pH 

= pKa is shown in Figure 2, which shows the dependence of the heat capacity, Cv. on 

pH for a chain where A-=0.325, elkT= -1.0 , and ~e-1 =96.2 A. The peak in the heat 

capacity between pH 7-8 indicates the existence of a phase transition between an 

extended and a coYlapsed state. 

Simulations were. performed using Model 2 over the extremes of A., e/ kT, and IC-1 

explored with Model 1 b; in all ,cases, agteemetrt was virtuaBy ·exact. ·fun:h·etm-ore, 

the ionization a predicted by Model 2 as a function of pH matched that used for Model 

1 b simulations. This means that the mean-field approximation (i.e., simulation in the 

canonical ensemble) is valid for simulating configurational behavior near the phase 

transition for the ranges of parameter:s. studied here. 

Given the agreement between simulations in the canonical and grand canonical 

ensemble and the (relatively) small deviations between Model 1 a and Model 1 b, the 

choice of one model over another for the remainder of the discussion (which 

encompasses the main goal of this work) will not affect the outcome of this 

discussion. In the following (qualitative) comparison of simulation with experiment, 

we present results from Model 1 b. 

In the first set of simulations, we consider a series of polymers of constant 

content of ionizable groups ( A.=O. 325 ), and of varying hydrophobicity ( el kT). 

Configurational properties for this series of model polymers are calculated as a 

function of the degree. of dissociation a for ~e-1 =9.62 A (Fig. 2) and for ~e-1 =96:2 A (Fig. 

1 ). This set of simulations is qualitatively analogous to the swelling experiments of 

Siegel and Firestone (4) for a series of· DMA I n-alkyl methacrylate ester (n-AMA) 

copolymer gels in which the DMA (ionizable monomer) content is held constant, and 

the n-alkyl chain length (hydrophobicity) is varied. In that work, swelling 

equilibria were measured as a function of pH at O.lM total ionic strength (Figure 3b). 

Figure 3a shows the dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as calculated "from 

DMA dissociation, pK a= 7. 7) and on polyelectrolyte hydrophobicity for ~e-1 =9.62 A 

(ionic strength 0.1 M). Siegel and Firestone· employed' gels containing 30% mol DMA 
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in the set of experimental results shown in Figure 3b. To compare calculated and 

experimental results, we· consider the number of ionizable groups in the chain equal 

to 32.5%, which is as close to 30% we can have without changing the charge 

distribution in the model. The transition from extended to collapsed chains in Fig. 3a 

occurs at lower pH's for highly hydrophobic polyelectrolytes (i.e., e/kT=-1.5) than for 

non-hydrophobic polyelectrolytes (i.e., el kT=O) and the magnitude of this transition 

decreases with increasing hydrophobicity. Fig 3a shows that we observe higher 

collapsed configurations for highly hydrophobic chains than fo.r non-hydrophobic 

chains not only in the extended state (low pH) but also in the collapsed state (high 

pH). The same qualitative features were found by Siegel and Firestone in their 

experiments with polyelectrolyte copolymer gels of varying hydrophobicity (Figure 

3b). The main difference between the experimental and Monte Carlo results lies in 

the nature of the transition from stretched to collapsed configurations. While 

Firestone and Siegel see evidence for a discontinuous transition, in Monte-Carlo 

results, this transition is clearly continuous. 

The results shown in Fig. 1 represent the dependence of the end-to-end distance 

on pH (as calculated from DMA dissociation, pKa =7. 7) and on polyelectrolyte 

hydrophobicity for K:-1 =96.2 A (ionic strength O.OOlM). The difference between 

Figures 3a and 1 is the · ionic strength where the end-to-end distances have been 

calculated; by comparing both figures, we can see that an increase in the ionic 

strength screens the electrostatic forces and impedes the chain to adopt highly 

extended configurations. 

In the second set of simulations, we consider a series of polymers of constant 

hydrophobicity ( el kT), but varying A. (i.e, varying content of ionizable groups). As in 

the first case, configurational properties were calculated as a function of a for 

K:-1 =9.62 A (Fig. 4a) and for K:-1 =96.2 A (Fig. 5), i.e., for 1:1 electrolyte concentrations 

of 0.1 and 0.001 M. This set of simulations is qualitatively analogous to the swelling 

measurements of Siegel and Firestone (4) for a series of copolym~r methyl 

methacrylate (MMA) I (d1methylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMA) gels. Siegel and 

Firestone measured swelling equilibria as a function of pH for gels of varying DMA 

(ionizable comonomer) content at 0.1 M total ionic strength. Figure 4a shows the 

dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as calculated for dissociation of DMA, 

p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of ionizable groups (DMA) for an ionic strength of 0.1 

and non-electrostatic pair potential (elk T = -0.5). Fig. 4a indicates that our model 

clearly represents the decrease of the end-to-end distance with the number of 

ionizable groups, and dissociated ionizable groups. Siegel and Firestone (Fig. 4b) 

·' 
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report a displacement of the transition (from expanded to collapsed gels) to lower 

pH's when the content of ionizable groups, A., decreases. In our simulations we find 

the same qualitative trend for this displacement. 

Figure 5 shows the· dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as calculated 

for dissociation of DMA, pKa=7.7) and on chain content of ionizable groups (DMA) for 

ionic strength of 0.001 and non-electrostatic pair potential ( e/ kT=-0 .5 ). The results 

shown in Fig. 5 are qualitatively similar to those represented in Fig. 4; however, the 

end..:to-end distances ·are larger when the ionic strength is 0.001 M (Fig. 5); since the 

electrostatic forces are not as effectively screened as when. the ionic strength is 0.1 

M (Fig. 4), the repulsion between equal charged segments promotes highly extended 

configurations. 

Figures 6a and 7 show the dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as 

calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of ionizable groups 

(DMA) for ionic strengths of 0.1M and O.OOlM respectively. The non-electrostatic pair 

potential is e/ kT=-1.0 in both figures. The results shown in Fig. 6a can be compared to 

those of Fig. 6b (reproduced from Siegel and Firestone (4)) which represent the 

swelling isotherms as a function of pH for the n-butyl methacrylate (BMA) I DMA 

coeolymers at various ionizable comonomer (DMA) compositions. Our model indicates 

the decrease of chain dimensions and the shift of the dimension transitions to lower 

pH's as the number of ionized groups increases. Siegel and Firestone studied the 

variation of hydrpphobicity in their gels by varying the hydrophobic comonomer 

from MMA to BMA. We studied the same type of variation by varying the 

hydrophobicity elkT, from elkT=-0.5 to e/kT=-1.0. This variation of hydrophobicity is 

not intended to be quantitatively comparable in both cases. However, comparing the 

results obtained for a hydrophobic polyelectrolyte e/kT=-1.0 with the results for a 

less hydrophobic polyelectrolyte (i.e., el kT= -0 .5), shows that the chain dimensions 

are smaller for the more hydrophobic polyelectrolyte for all polyelectrolyte 

ionizations, a, (or for all pH's). Similarly, BMA/DMA gels do not swell as much as 

MMA/DMA gels, due to the higher hydrophobicity of the butyl group compared with 

that of the methyl group in the non-ionizable comonomers. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Configurational properties were calculated for 40-segment chains as a function 

of polymer· hydrophobicity ( el kT ), fraction of ionizable , segments, (A.), degree of 
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dissociation of these ionizable segments (a), and Debye screening length( K-1 ). Monte 

Carlo simulations were obtained for a cubic-lattice model of an ·isolated, partially 

ionized polyelectrolyte. Along with the excluded volume, the polymer segments 

experience two other competing interactions: (1) intramolecular electrostatic 

interactions between ionized segments, calculated with a screened Debye-Hiickel 

potential, and (2) non-electrostatic forces, represented by the potential e; this 

potential accounts for short-range segment-segment, . segment-solvent and solvent

solvent interactions. Our model represents the main features of pH-sensitive, 

hydrophobic polyelectrolyte behavior in solution. When varying copolymer 

composition, copolymer hydrophobicity, pH or ionic strength of the solution 

surrounding the copolymer polyelectrolyte, calculated chain dimensions are 

qualitatively comparable to experimental results for pH-sensitive hydrophobic 

polyelectrolyte copolymer gels. 
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Figure Captions 

Figu-re 1. Dependence of the reduced end-to-end distance, calculated 

according to the two models studied in this work, on pH (as calculated for 
dissociation of DMA, pKa=7.7) for chains with a constant composition of 

ionizable segments (A-=0.325) and varying hydrophobicity (-1.5s.elkTs.O). 

The ionic strength is 0.001M in all cases. Void symbols along with dashed 

lines represent Model 1 a, full symbols along with continuous lines 

represent Model 1 b, and small, open symbols with dotted lines represent 

Model 2. 

Figure 2. Dependence of the heat capacity of the chain on pH for a 
chain with A-=0.325 , elkT = -1.0, and pKa=7.7. Ionic strength is held at 

0.001 M. Both Model 1b (canonical ensemble) and Model 2 (grand 

canonical ensemble) give the same results. The peak in heat capacity 

indicates the occurrence of a phase transition. 

Figure 3. (a) Dependence of the -end-to-end distance on pH (as 
calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) for chains with a constant 

composition of ionizable segments ( A.=O .3 25) and varying hydrophobicity (-

1 .5 s. el kT s. 0). The ionic strength is 0.1 M in all cases. (b) Swelling isotherms 

for a series of n-AMA/DMA copolymers of various side-chain lengths 

measured as a function of pH at 25°C and a total ionic strength of 0.1 M. 

Each copolymer contained 30 mol % DMA. (•) MMA/DMA: (~) EMA/DMA; 

(a) PMA/DMA; () BMA/DMA; () HMA/DMA. 

Figure 4. (a) Dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as 
calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of 

ionizable groups (DMA) for an ionic strength of O.lM and non-electrostatic 
pair potential c.lkT=-0.5. (b) Swelling isotherms for the MMA/DMA 

copolymers of various-- comonomer composition measured as a function of 

pH at 25°C and a total ionic strength of 0.1 M. ( •) 70/30 mol %; (•) 78/22 

mol %; (•) 86!14 mol %; (•) 9317 mol %. 

Figure 5. Dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as 
calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of 
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ionizable groups (DMA) for ionic strength of O.OOlM and non-electrostatic 
pair potential elkT=-0.5. 

Figure 6. (a) Dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as 
calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of 

ionizable groups (DMA) for ionic strength of O.lM and non-electrostatic 
pair potential elkT=-1.0. (b) Swelling isotherms for the BMA/DMA 

copolymers of vadous comonomer composition measured as a function of 
pH at 25°C and a total ionic strength of O.lM. (•) 70/30 mol %; (a) 77/23 
mol %; (..&) 86!14 mol.%. 

Figure 7. Dependence of the end-to-end distance on pH (as 
calculated for dissociation of DMA, p K a= 7. 7) and on chain content of 

ionizable g_roups (DMA) .for ionic strength of O:OOlM and --non-electrostatic 
pair potential elkT=-1.0. 

h 
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